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Tasheelul Fiqh—Shaafi

1. Begin with Bismillah.
2. Read the questions carefully before answering - Think before you ink.
3. Please write your name and the name of your Madrasah NEATLY.

Name:

Time: 1½ hour

Name of Madrasah:

Question One
Underline the correct answer - (TRUE or FALSE)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

FARDH means an act which is compulsory
(TRUE or FALSE)
HARAAM means a forbidden act
(TRUE or FALSE)
NAFL means a disliked act
(TRUE or FALSE)
Makrooh means an act which is not permissible
(TRUE or FALSE)
SUNNAH means an act which Rasullulah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
encouraged
(TRUE or FALSE)
*10+

Question Two
Fill in the blanks using the words given in the blocks
ARMS

FEET

MASAH

FACE

Some of the Fardh acts of Wudhu:
1. To wash the full
once.
2. To wash both the
including the elbows once.
3. To make
of 3 hairs of the head.
4. To wash both
including the
ankles once.
*8+
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Question Three
Tick the block.
Put a () for the correct answer and a () for the wrong answer
When is Wudhu necessary
1. When reading salaah
2. When entering your home
3. Making Tawaaf of the Ka’bah
4. Before sitting down to eat
5. When touching the Quraan
6. When making sajdah Tilawah

*12+
Question Four
Match the blocks by drawing a line between them. Acts that break wudhu

Passing of

of private part

To become……

on her skin

To sleep

leaning against something

Touching

insane

Touching a female

urine, stool or wind
*10+

Question Five
Fill in the blanks using the words given in the blocks
head

nostrils

thrice

mouth

3 hairs

Sunnah acts of Wudhu:
1. To gargle the
2. To put water into the
3. To make masah of the entire
only
4. To wash each limb of Wudhu

after using Miswaak.
3 times.
3 times, not
.
.
*10+

